
Friday 29th May- We hope you will find these suggestions helpful. Please feel free to adapt or extend them as you see fit.

Class log in details
P1/2 My class name: brufp12
Password: biff
P2A My class name:brufp2a
Password: biff
P2B My class name:brufp2b
Password: biff

Learning intentions: I 
can choose books based on 
my interests. Success criteria:
* Spell some key words 
correctly.

Literacy: Reading –Use your class log in to pick a fiction book for
enjoyment from the website below (go to bookshelf).
https://www.oxfordowl.co.uk/please-log-in?open_loginbox=true
Listening and Talking– Describe the book or the main characters to a
Partner. Try to use around five describing words. Explain why you chose
those words. Does your partner agree or would they choose different
describing words?

Spelling –Ask the adults to read one of the spelling lists or the sentence
out loud. See if you can spell them correctly.
Tip: We suggest starting with the revision list first and only progressing to the others if your child can write them independently.

Maths: Beetle (with a twist) (2-4 players)
Need: dice, paper, pencil Aim: To complete the drawing of a beetle 
using number bonds. Instructions: -Take it in turns to roll the dice. 
Youngest player starts. -To start your beetle need to roll a 6 (you can't 
draw a leg before the body, and you can't draw an eye before the 
head). -The twist - when you roll a number, and before drawing your 
body part you need to say a sum that totals the number you rolled 
(For example, you roll a 6 , " 2 + 4 = 6", or "12 – 6"). Try to think of 
new sums and not repeat any of your answers. -The winner is the first 
person to draw the full beetle.

Across the curriculum: Hot Lands Research- Use these links below to find out a bit more about hot deserts.
Sahara Desert Birds Eye View clip - https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=TaIniVvizEQ
Desert animals and plants clip - https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=DAs7lqce1cI
Follow up idea– At school we had fun looking at Edinburgh on Google maps and switching between the map view and the satellite 
images options. Can you look up Antarctica, the Arctic and a hot land such as the Sahara using Google maps? Here is a clip Mrs 
Bowes has made to help remind you how we search for interesting places using google maps. https://vimeo.com/423409880

Learning intentions: I am 
learning to use my number 
bond knowledge to make up 
sums to match an answer.

Success criteria:*
take turns. *follow 

instructions. *make up
a correct sum to go with the 
answer.

*Success criteria: research hot 
and cold lands
*use google maps to find 

specific areas.

Learning intentions: I am 
learning about hot lands. I am 
learning to use google maps.

Revision Medium Hot/Spicy

jump ledge
Trim the 
hedge with 
large snips 
and place the 
twigs in the 
large 
sack.

limp bridge

bump lodge

kilt midge

felt edge

wilt Madge

To draw the beetle, you need to 
roll a:
6 for the body
5 for the head
4 for the tail
3 for the legs (6 in total)
2 for the feelers (2 in total)
1 for the eyes (2 in total)


